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Abstract

The accession of the European Union to the ECHR raises fundamental questions surrounding the protection of individual rights in the Strasbourg court and the autonomy of EU law. It is argued that any solution should ensure the effective protection of the individual applicant. Thus the appropriate respondent in Strasbourg should be the party which has acted in the concrete case as it can be easily identified. The European Union’s autonomy can be preserved by allowing it to join as a co-respondent. Since the individual has no influence over whether a national court makes a reference under art.267 TFEU, the lack of such a reference should not lead to the inadmissibility of the complaint.

Introduction

The accession of the European Union to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) has been discussed for over thirty years.¹ This discussion famously led to Opinion 2/94, in which the European Court of Justice (ECJ) held that the (then) European Community (EC) lacked the competence to accede.² In addition to this hurdle found in EU law, the ECHR was not open to international organisations, but only to state parties. With the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty³ and Protocol 14 to the ECHR,⁴ these main obstacles to accession have been removed. Article 6(2) TEU not only gives the European Union the competence to conclude an accession treaty, but also puts it under an obligation to effectuate it, as it states that the “Union shall accede” to the ECHR. There are very good arguments in favour of such a development.⁵ The most important is that the European Union would be subjected to an external control

¹ I would like to thank the editor, Panos Koutrakos, for his helpful comments and Jennifer Hegarty-Owens for proofreading this article. All errors remain, of course, my own.
⁵ That Protocol introduced a new art.59(2) ECHR, which reads: “The European Union may accede to this Convention.”
⁶ Article 6(2) reads: “The Union shall accede to the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Such accession shall not affect the Union’s competences as defined in the Treaties.”
by the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR or Strasbourg Court) just like its Member States. Considering that the European Union exercises its own powers transferred by the Member States, an extension of the Strasbourg Court's control to the European Union is only logical. Furthermore, for a long time the European Union has made the protection of human rights a requirement for applicant Member States. Therefore, it is high time that the Union itself acceded in order to foster its credibility on human rights issues.

First proposals regarding the exact ramifications of an accession have been made by the Council of Europe’s Steering Committee on Human Rights (CDDH) as early as 2002, as well as by experts at a hearing in the European Parliament in March 2010. As there seems to be agreement within both the Council of Europe and the European Union that the accession should take place as rapidly as possible, negotiations started in July 2010. The CDDH expects a final draft to be agreed upon no later than June 30, 2011. The negotiations will result in an Accession Treaty, which will have to be ratified by all 47 parties to the Convention as well as by the European Union according to the procedure set out in art.218 TFEU. According to that provision, the Council will have to decide unanimously, having obtained the consent of the European Parliament. In addition, each Member State will have to ratify the Treaty in accordance with its national constitutional provisions, a process which may prove rather time-consuming. It is not unlikely that the entry into force of the Treaty could become further delayed if one or more Member States ask the ECJ for an opinion in accordance with art.218(11) TFEU as to whether the Accession Treaty is compatible with the Treaties. Depending on the outcome of such an opinion, renegotiations might become necessary.

The main focus of the negotiators will certainly be on the effects which the accession would have on the Strasbourg Court. It seems quite clear that the European Union would have its own judge at Strasbourg and that it would be involved in the supervision of judgments by the Committee of Ministers. This article focuses on five specific, and potentially contentious, issues. First, the question of the correct respondent in each case before the ECtHR: should it be the European Union, a Member State or both? Secondly, the issue of domestic remedies where EU law is at stake: should the ECtHR have jurisdiction over cases involving EU law where the ECJ has not spoken? Thirdly, whether the ECJ should be given the possibility to make a preliminary reference to the ECtHR on the interpretation of the Convention. Fourthly, whether state complaints between the European Union and a Member State or between Member States of the European Union should be excluded in order to preserve the autonomy of EU law. Fifthly, whether the Bosphorus presumption, which privileges the European Union’s legal order, ought to survive the accession.

---

11 Council of Europe, press release 545(2010), 7 July 2010; the Council gave the Commission a mandate for negotiation on June 4, 2010 with negotiation directives (Document 9689/10), which remain classified.
13 Article 218(11) TFEU.
Who should be the correct respondent?

The majority of complaints in Strasbourg consist of applications made by individuals under art.34 ECHR. One question, which might prove controversial during the negotiations, is that of the correct respondent in proceedings before the ECtHR involving EU law following accession. Under the current legal arrangements, the European Union cannot be sued before the Strasbourg court and any application directed against it is inadmissible ratione personae.\(^{15}\) This does not mean, however, that a Member State can escape its responsibilities under the Convention by transferring competences to the European Union. The ECtHR made it understood in Matthews that:

“The Convention does not exclude the transfer of competences to international organisations provided that Convention rights continue to be ‘secured’. Member States’ responsibility therefore continues even after such a transfer.”\(^{16}\)

The case concerned a violation of the right to free elections guaranteed by art.3 of Protocol 1 to the Convention. The EC Act on Direct Elections of 1976, which was part of the European Communities’ primary law, regulated the elections to the European Parliament. Since the Act only applied to the United Kingdom, it excluded citizens of Gibraltar from voting in these elections. The Court found this to violate the Convention, and held the United Kingdom responsible.

With regard to Member States’ responsibility for secondary EU law, the ECtHR re-emphasised it in Bosphorus.\(^{17}\) In that case, Ireland impounded an aircraft in pursuance of an EC regulation,\(^{18}\) which transposed a UN Security Council resolution,\(^{19}\) providing for sanctions against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. In particular, all aircraft in which a majority or controlling interest was held by a natural or legal person from Yugoslavia had to be impounded. As the applicant had leased the aircraft from the Yugoslav national airlines, an impoundment was necessary for Ireland to comply with the Regulation. The applicant company alleged an infringement of its right to property contained in art.1 Protocol 1 ECHR. The ECtHR held that the European Union’s legal system protected fundamental rights in a manner equivalent to the Convention. It went on to state its famous Bosphorus-preservation, which postulates that, where the Member State had no discretion in implementing EU secondary law, it is presumed that a State has acted in compliance with the Convention.\(^{20}\) This presumption is, however, rebuttable, where the protection in the concrete case was manifestly deficient.\(^{21}\) In the concrete case, the ECtHR did not conclude that the presumption was rebutted and, therefore, dismissed the case.

However, a responsibility of a Member State for EU action can only be found where the Member State’s authorities have acted in some manner. Otherwise, the EU’s action is not within their jurisdiction, as is required by art.1 ECHR. This was made clear in the case of Connolly which concerned a labour law dispute

---

\(^{15}\) Confédération Française Démocratique du Travail (CFDT) v European Communities [1979] 2 C.M.L.R. 229.

\(^{16}\) Matthews v United Kingdom (1999) 28 E.H.R.R. 361 at [32].

\(^{17}\) Bosphorus (2006) 42 E.H.R.R. 1 at [153].


\(^{19}\) UNSC Res 820 (1993).

\(^{20}\) Bosphorus (2006) 42 E.H.R.R. 1 at [155] and [156].

\(^{21}\) Bosphorus (2006) 42 E.H.R.R. 1 at [156].
between the European Union and one of its employees. In that case there had been no action by any of the respondent Member States. Thus, the application was declared inadmissible.

The European Union’s accession to the ECHR would clearly change the result in the latter case. In such a scenario, where none of the Member States acted and which is at present not reviewable by the ECtHR, the European Union would be directly responsible in Strasbourg.

What is unclear, however, is the future of cases such as Matthews and Bosphorus. The drafters of the Lisbon Treaty foresaw the problem and provided in art.1(b) of Protocol No.8 to the Lisbon Treaty:

“The agreement relating to the accession of the Union to the European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (hereinafter referred to as the ‘European Convention’) provided for in Article 6(2) of the Treaty on European Union shall make provision for preserving the specific characteristics of the Union and Union law, in particular with regard to […] the mechanisms necessary to ensure that proceedings by non-Member States and individual applications are correctly addressed to Member States and/or the Union as appropriate.”

The question in such cases would, of course, be who the “appropriate” addressee is. Should the Member States remain responsible? And if so, will they remain responsible alongside the European Union or alone? Or should the European Union be the sole respondent in such cases since, after all, the alleged violations in both cases could be found in acts by the EU’s institutions?

In answering these questions, I shall examine the various proposals made in the ongoing discussion on accession.

Some main assumptions

Any answer to the question of who should be the correct respondent should bear in mind the applicant’s situation, and preserve the autonomy of EU law. It is further argued that the European Union’s responsibility for primary law should not be excluded.

The applicant’s situation: the difficulty to distinguish

This contribution argues that any solution should be primarily concerned with an individual applicant’s situation. An individual applicant does not normally have a legal education and has the right to file an application without the instruction of counsel. In order to ensure the effective protection of the applicant’s human rights, any solution should thus aim to be straightforward. The problem lies in the fact that EU law is normally implemented by the authorities of the Member States. Yet at the same time, Member States also act out of their own sovereignty in situations where there is no influence of EU law. Situations like the one in Bosphorus provide a good example. In that case, the Irish authorities impounded an aircraft in compliance with an EC Regulation, which left them no discretion. At the same time one can imagine a scenario where a Member State has impounded an aircraft in order to enforce a judgment in a private litigation. Such a case normally has nothing to do with a Member State’s obligations under EU law. For

---


25 J. A. Frowein/W. Peukert, Europäische Menschenrechtskonvention, 3rd edn (Kehlheim: N.P. Engel Verlag, 2009), art.34, para.66.
an applicant without a legal background, these cases are hardly distinguishable. In both cases only the Member State’s authorities acted vis-à-vis the applicant resulting in the impoundment of the aircraft. For an applicant to be able to make an assessment whether the impoundment was due to an obligation under EU law or an obligation resulting solely from domestic law, it would be necessary for her to conduct considerable research into the legal background of the case, which is hardly possible without a lawyer. Thus, the best solution for an applicant would be a simple solution, which would not necessitate any distinction between Member State action prompted by EU law and action in other situations.

The autonomy of the European Union’s legal order

While respect for the individual applicant’s situation is necessary to ensure the effective protection of such persons’ human rights, Protocol No.8 to the Treaty of Lisbon emphasises that the “specific characteristics of the Union and Union law” must be preserved. The Protocol does not specify what these characteristics are, but it is argued that they comprise the autonomy of the European Union’s legal order since in a number of cases and opinions the ECJ based its reasoning on the concept of autonomy. All of these pronouncements concerned the relationship between the EU’s legal order and the domestic legal orders of the Member States, on the one hand, and that between the EU’s legal order and international law, on the other. With regard to the former, the ECJ made it clear in its famous case of Costa v ENEL that the (then) EEC Treaty constituted an independent source of law. In Costa, the ECJ employed the concept of autonomy as the reason why domestic legal provisions cannot override provisions of the Treaty, thereby establishing the primacy of EU law over domestic law.

With regard to the relationship between EU law and international law, which is of more relevance to this article, the ECJ used the concept of autonomy, too. The Court first mentioned it in Opinion 1/91, in which the ECJ struck down the first draft agreement on the European Economic Area (EEA) for its incompatibility with the autonomy of EU law. In the Opinion, one can identify three arguments based on autonomy, all of which recurred in later cases.

The first argument related to the ECJ’s exclusive jurisdiction to allocate the competences between the European Union and the Member States. The draft agreement foresaw the establishment of a court (EEA Court), which was to be accorded jurisdiction to decide over conflicts between the “contracting parties”. The term “contracting party” could either mean the EC, the Member States or both, depending on the internal distribution of competences between them. In light of arts 19(1) TEU (ex 220 EC) and 344 TFEU (ex 292 EC), which confer an exclusive jurisdiction on the ECJ to interpret the Treaties, the ECJ considered the jurisdiction of the EEA Court to be incompatible with the Treaties and the autonomy of EU law.


28 In light of the changes brought about by the Treaty of Lisbon, this article refers to the “EU” even where the original decision concerned the EEC or the EC.


Thus, in order to preserve the latter, an agreement must not affect the ECJ’s jurisdiction to decide about the allocation of responsibilities within the European Union.

The second argument was very much related to the first one. It referred to the EEA Court’s jurisdiction to interpret rules on economic and trading relations contained in the EEA agreement. The European Union would have submitted itself to the decisions of the EEA Court and, consequently, the ECJ would have been bound by them. The problem lay in the fact that many of the provisions over which the EEA Court was given jurisdiction were identical to provisions found in EU law. The autonomy of EU law, however, requires that such provisions are interpreted independently by the ECJ. Since the Draft Agreement did not ascertain that the EEA Court itself would be bound by previous interpretations of EU law rendered by the ECJ, the ECJ regarded this part of the Draft Agreement to be incompatible with the autonomy of EU law. In Opinion 1/92, which concerned a revised version of the Draft Agreement on the EEA, the ECJ highlighted the importance of a provision which spelt out that the ECJ was not to be bound by the case law of the dispute settlement body provided for in the agreement, as an “essential safeguard which is indispensible for the autonomy of the [EU] legal order”.

The third argument concerned the limits the autonomy of EU law sets to a transfer of new powers onto the EU’s institutions by way of a Union agreement. While the ECJ accepted that an agreement could confer on the ECJ jurisdiction to interpret its provisions for the purpose of its application in non-Member States, it made the point that such a transfer must not change the nature of the function of the ECJ. The Draft Agreement foresaw that non-Member States’ courts would be given the right to ask the ECJ for a preliminary reference on the interpretation of the EEA agreement. But the ECJ’s answers to such references were to be purely advisory and not binding. This was seen to be in contradiction to the very nature of the ECJ’s function under the Treaties. This function could only be changed by way of a formal Treaty amendment, which follows the procedure laid down in art.48 TEU. Thus, in the words of the ECJ, the autonomy of EU law demands that the “essential powers of the […] institutions will remain unchanged.” It follows that the autonomy of EU law incorporates the rules on Treaty amendments.

In Kadi the ECJ took this argument further: not only does the autonomy of EU law prevent an agreement from affecting the allocation of powers within the EU, but an agreement must also not have the effect of prejudicing the constitutional principles of the Treaty, which include respect for fundamental rights. This statement, thus, links the autonomy of EU law to its hierarchy of norms, with primary law taking priority over Union agreements and secondary law.

From this case law one can derive the following implications for a treaty on accession to the ECHR. The agreement must not affect the essential powers of the EU’s institutions and the ECtHR must not be given jurisdiction to interpret the Treaties in a binding fashion. It follows, in particular, that any solution which would allow the ECtHR to allocate responsibility according to the EU’s internal distribution of competences would be incompatible with the autonomy of EU law, and it would create considerable

37 The non-Member States could choose to make them obligatory and binding, but were not obliged to do so: Opinion 1/91 [1991] E.C.R. I-6079 at [58].
40 Kadi (402/05 P & 415/05 P) [2008] E.C.R. I-6351 at [282]–[285].
42 A discussion on further implications of these statements for the relationship between EU law and public international law would go beyond the remit of this article; for an excellent discussion cf. de Witte (see fn.41).
difficulty for any individual applicant. In order to file an admissible complaint, they would have to make a decision as to who was internally responsible. In view of the ECJ’s implied powers doctrine and the difficulties in interpreting the vaguely formulated arts 114 and 352 TFEU (ex 95 and 308 EC), this determination can be quite a difficult task even for trained lawyers.\(^43\) Again, such a solution would usually require the instruction of a lawyer, and thus place a heavy financial burden on the applicant.

**Responsibility of the Union for its primary law**

Furthermore, it is argued here that the Union should generally be responsible for violations of the Convention rooted in its primary law, i.e. the Treaties or other legal documents of the same legal value, which can only be amended through a Treaty revision. The problem, of course, is that the Union itself cannot amend the Treaties. Article 48 TEU requires an amending treaty concluded and ratified by all the Member States. It could thus be maintained that the European Union should not be held responsible for violations such as the one in *Matthews*. Indeed, it has been argued that an Accession Treaty should provide for primary law to be excluded from the control exercised by Strasbourg.\(^44\) However, there are a number of arguments against this. First, under *Matthews*, the Member States would still be responsible for such violations. Secondly, the European Union’s primary law can be equated with a state’s constitution.\(^45\) It can only be amended in accordance with the procedure set out in art.48 TEU, which erects high hurdles for such an amendment, comparable with similar provisions in codified national constitutions.\(^46\) Furthermore, similar to provisions of codified constitutions in Member States, primary law is situated at the top of the European Union’s hierarchy of norms, which means that it takes priority over conflicting provisions of secondary law\(^47\) or international agreements concluded by the European Union.\(^48\) There is no other party to the Convention whose constitutional provisions are not reviewable by Strasbourg. The mere fact that the European Union cannot independently amend its own primary law does not appear to be good enough a reason to exclude it.\(^49\) More importantly, such an exclusion could prove counter-productive as it might force the ECtHR to delineate violations found in primary law from violations found in secondary law. This would require the ECtHR to interpret EU law. As demonstrated above, this would endanger the autonomy of EU law and the ECJ’s jurisdictional monopoly. In addition, there is no reason why the European Union should not be held responsible for its own primary law when its Member States are already answerable for EU action, which they merely implemented and where they had no discretion.

---


\(^{46}\) e.g. art.79 (2) of the German Basic Law, which requires a 2/3 majority in both the Federal Diet and the Federal Council; in *Opinion 2/94* the ECJ emphasised that an accession to the ECHR would be of “constitutional significance” and would thus necessitate an amendment to the treaties, cf. *Opinion 2/94* [1996] E.C.R. I-1759 at [35].


\(^{48}\) Kadi (402/05 P & 415/05 P) [2008] E.C.R. I-6351 at [282]–[286].

Moreover, the European Union’s aim of enhancing its credibility in human rights questions by joining the ECHR would suffer a severe blow if the ECHR were not applicable to the highest-ranking norms of its legal system. Therefore, there is no good argument for excluding EU primary law from the Convention.

**A solution based on the needs of the applicant**

Under the premises outlined above, the best solution would be to hold responsible the party which has acted vis-à-vis the applicant in the concrete case. Where the European Union’s institutions have acted, e.g. in competition law cases, the European Union can be held responsible. Where a Member State has acted, be it in pursuit of an EU law obligation or not, that Member State can be held responsible. For an applicant, this solution would make it easy to identify the correct respondent. In addition, the applicant would have no difficulty in finding the correct domestic remedies. Furthermore, the solution would preserve the autonomy of European Union law because the ECtHR would not have to delineate the competences between Union and Member States, and would not have to interpret the EU Treaties.

This approach has also considerable advantages over other possibilities for attributing responsibility between different entities, such as a joint or a joint and several liability of the European Union and the Member States. Admittedly, the introduction of joint liability of the European Union and the Member States would equally preserve the European Union’s autonomy since the ECtHR would not need to allocate responsibility between the European Union and the Member States. However, joint liability would have a problematic side-effect: it would mean that an applicant would have to hold the European Union responsible alongside a Member State even where the violation clearly had nothing to do with EU law, e.g. in a complaint brought against family law provisions in the Member State. Politically, it would be hardly acceptable for the European Union to be drawn into such proceedings since it would run the risk of being convicted of a violation over which it had no influence. Furthermore, it would be difficult to identify the correct domestic remedy in cases which were brought against both the EU and a Member State. A canny applicant could try to avoid having to go down the national route by trying to exhaust the remedies before the EU courts. Since there is no guaranteed access for individuals to the ECJ or the General Court, an applicant might hope to obtain a quicker decision by the ECtHR that way. For similar reasons, a joint and several liability would be hardly acceptable for the European Union. If the European Union and the Member States were jointly and severally liable, an applicant would have the choice to bring a complaint against a Member State or the European Union alone or against both. Such a solution would even aggravate the problem described above, since the European Union could be held solely responsible for violations of the ECHR which were not prompted by EU law but caused by the Member State alone.

A similar proposal to the solution just presented was made by the European Parliament’s Committee on Constitutional Affairs,

“[…] any application by a citizen of the Union concerning an act or failure to act by an institution or body of the Union should be directed solely against the latter and that similarly any application concerning a measure by means of which a Member State implements the law of the Union should be directed solely against the Member State, without prejudice to the principle that, where the way in which responsibility for the act concerned is shared between the Union and the Member State is not clearly defined, an application may be brought simultaneously against the Union and the Member State.”

50 Cf. the discussion of individual access infra.
The difference to the proposal made in this article lies in the proviso at the end of the above extract. This suggests that an application may be brought against both the European Union and the Member State in cases where responsibility is not clearly defined. This would not improve an individual applicant’s situation. On the contrary, it would complicate things as the question of the correct domestic remedy in such a case would have to be clarified as well. I therefore think that the approach suggested in this article, along with the co-respondent model which is discussed below, is a clearer and better solution.

The co-respondent model

In addition to the solution just discussed, the possibility to hold the other non-acting party responsible as a co-respondent would enhance the effective protection of human rights in cases involving EU law.

The proposal

The proposal to involve the other non-respondent party as a co-respondent was first made by the Council of Europe’s Steering Committee on Human Rights (CDDH) in 2002. Technically, this proposal would necessitate an amendment to the ECHR, which could be included in the accession treaty.

The French senator Robert Badinter has voiced some doubt as to whether this is desirable. He argues that the third party intervention, which is already possible under art.36 ECHR, should be the preferred solution. Otherwise, the European Union would be convicted of human rights violations more often than it should, which according to Badinter would be worse than the conviction of a state party to the Convention, since the Union was a Union of states. What he appears to imply is that any conviction of the Union would mean a conviction of all the Member States compared with the conviction of only one Member State in the absence of the European Union as a co-respondent. This argument, however, does not appreciate that the Union has its own legal personality and is precisely not merely a Union of states. Furthermore, I do not see why a conviction of more than one Member State should be considered “worse” than the conviction of one Member State. In cases such as Bosphorus, which concern the conduct by a Member State required by EU legislation, the ECtHR will normally be asked to find that that piece of legislation was incompatible with the Convention. The Member State would therefore be held responsible as a proxy for the Union and the other Member States so that a conviction in reality condemns the Union’s conduct.

More importantly, however, I do not think that reliance on the existing third party intervention would be an adequate substitute for the introduction of the co-respondent mechanism. Article 36 (1) ECHR gives a party to the Convention the right to take part in proceedings where the applicant is one of the party’s nationals. Since art.20(1) TFEU (ex 17 EC) provides for EU citizenship for every national of an EU Member State, it would make sense if, after the accession, the Union had the right set out in art.36(1) ECHR whenever an EU citizen files an application. In addition, under art.36(2) ECHR the Union could be invited to take part in proceedings by the Court where the applicant is not an EU citizen. In such cases, e.g. applications made by an asylum seeker, the European Union would not have a right to a third party intervention but that intervention would be at the discretion of the President of the Court. In the past, the ECtHR already made use of this provision to invite the European Union to intervene.

The third party intervention has further weaknesses compared with a co-respondent mechanism. Firstly, the third party is under no obligation to intervene. After the accession of the European Union to the ECHR, there would be cases where an obligatory involvement of the European Union in a case brought against

---

52 CDDH, fn.8, para.57 et seq; the CDDH refers to the “co-defendant”; this author prefers the designation “co-respondent”.
53 Badinter, see fn.44.
54 Badinter, see fn.44.
55 e.g. in Bosphorus (2006) 42 E.H.R.R. 1 at [9].
a Member State would make sense. The *Bosphorus* case would serve as a good example, since only the European Union had the power to remove the Regulation. Secondly, a third party intervener is not bound by the Court’s final judgment. In contrast, if the European Union were made a co-respondent, the force of res judicata of a judgment would be extended to the European Union. In cases where a violation was found, this would mean that the European Union would have to abide by the judgment under art.46 ECHR. Furthermore, the European Union would be liable alongside the Member State where the ECtHR granted a just satisfaction to the applicant under art.41 ECHR.

Thus the co-respondent solution would enhance the effectiveness of the human rights protection in cases involving EU law. For these reasons, it would be a worthwhile addition to the Convention.

Who should decide?

An important practical question of course is, how exactly the co-respondent should be designated. There are essentially three possibilities: the decision could either be made by the ECtHR, or the respondent or the future co-respondent. The CDDH rightly recognised that a decision *proprio motu* by the ECtHR to designate a co-respondent would often involve a pre-judgment as to the responsibility for a violation, and is therefore not recommended. As for the other two possibilities, a good argument can be made to give the respondent the right to nominate the European Union as co-respondent. The argument has to be seen in light of the above proposal, according to which the initial respondent is the party which has acted vis-à-vis the applicant in the concrete case. Since the Member States normally implement EU law, it is they who would be initially responsible under this approach. From the point of view of some Member States, this could lead to a harsh result since due to qualified majority voting in the Council, in extreme cases a Member State may not have approved of the EU legislation violating the Convention but still be held responsible. Therefore, there is a policy argument to be made that, in cases where the respondent Member State believes that the violation could in reality be rooted in EU law, it should be given the right to designate the European Union as its co-respondent.

Admittedly, such a solution, which provides for no further control by the ECtHR, is liable to be abused. What if a Member State designated the European Union as its co-respondent in cases which have no relationship with EU law whatsoever? Such cases will be very rare. And it is submitted that any attempt by a Member State to do so in an obvious case would constitute an abuse of process and should result in a denial of that designation by the Court. Furthermore, a designation of the European Union as a co-respondent in a case with no relationship to the European Union, would probably violate the Member State’s duty of loyalty under art.4(3) TEU (ex 10 EC). Under this provision, the Union and the Member States have a duty to cooperate sincerely. The provision thus sets out responsibilities of comity flowing from the membership in the Union. It is contended that a designation of the European Union in such a case would constitute an abuse of rights, which is incompatible with that duty.

Another question is whether the European Union should have the right to designate itself as a co-respondent in such cases. On the one hand, the third party intervention would cover most cases brought in an EU context. However, where a non-EU citizen brings a case, no right to a third party intervention exists. Generally the ECtHR follows quite a liberal practice when it comes to allowing a third party

---

56 CDDH, fn.8, para.59.
57 This duty can be traced back to the older case law of the ECJ, e.g. *Firma Fromme v Bundesanstalt für Landwirtschaftliche Marktordnung* (54/81) [1982] E.C.R. 1449 at [5]; *Deutsche Milchkontor GmbH v Germany* (205-215/82) [1983] E.C.R. 2633; [1984] 3 C.M.L.R. 586 at [42].
intervention under art.36(2) ECHR. But there is no reason why the European Union should not be given the right to designate itself as a co-respondent if it so wishes. Thus, it is argued that the European Union could be designated as a co-respondent by both the respondent Member State and by itself.

**Internal attribution of responsibility where compensation is awarded**

In cases where the European Union was a co-respondent in proceedings against a Member State and where the ECtHR found a violation of the ECHR, there may be a need to attribute responsibility internally between the European Union and the Member State concerned. In many cases a conviction will be accepted by both and they will cooperate to remove the violation. But there may be cases in which a Member State would not be willing to accept the violation. The reasons may be political, e.g. where there is internal political pressure within the Member State not to be officially blamed in a high profile case. More importantly, where the applicant was awarded compensation under art.41 ECHR, there may be monetary interests involved. Thus it would make sense if the European Union and the Member States agreed on an internal way of attributing responsibility. Two models come to mind. The first is the establishment of a committee or other permanent body, consisting of representatives from the Member States and the European Commission entrusted with this task. The second is that the European Court of Justice could be given jurisdiction to accord the blame. The latter option would necessitate the introduction of a new procedure before the ECJ, which would require an amendment to the Treaties. Such an amendment could for instance be included in a future treaty providing for the accession of one or more new Member States under art.49 TEU. A disadvantage would certainly be that such a procedure would be relatively time-consuming. However, this should not affect the applicant who was awarded the compensation. It is suggested that both respondents pay their share of the compensation to the applicant and only then do they initiate the procedure to attribute responsibility. One major advantage of a procedure before the ECJ would be that it would result in an authoritative interpretation of the allocation of responsibility and would thus contain a clarification for future reference. Thus, it is submitted that there are better arguments for the introduction of a procedure before the ECJ.

**Exhaustion of domestic remedies**

In order for an individual application to the ECtHR to be admissible, art.35(1) ECHR prescribes that the applicant must exhaust all domestic remedies within six months of the final decision. This provision is proof of the subsidiary character of the ECtHR’s review. Under the proposal argued for above, an applicant would be entitled to bring a complaint either against the European Union or a Member State. Since the relevant domestic remedies are contained in the respondent party’s legal system, a distinction would have to be drawn between cases involving EU law, which are directed against the European Union, and those which are directed against a Member State.

**Complaints directed against the EU**

First, the domestic remedies for cases brought against the European Union will be addressed.

---


60 This has also been proposed by S. Winkler, *Der Beitritt der Europäischen Gemeinschaften zur Europäischen Menschenrechtskonvention* (Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlag, 2000), p.56.
Review of Legality under article 263(4) TFEU

Individuals can only access the European Union’s courts under the individual complaints procedure found in art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended). The provision reads as follows:

“Any natural or legal person may [...] institute proceedings against an act addressed to that person or which is of direct and individual concern to them, and against a regulatory act which is of direct concern to them and does not entail implementing measures.”

After accession, the procedure before the ECJ would no longer be considered to be an international one. Rather the ECJ would have to be regarded as a domestic court. It follows that Article 35 (2) (b) ECHR would not render a complaint inadmissible because it has already been submitted to “another procedure of international investigation or settlement”. Thus, an individual would have to seek a remedy before the EU’s courts in order to satisfy the requirements of Article 35 (1) ECHR.

In cases where the European Union has addressed an act to the applicant, a complaint brought under art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended) would normally be admissible. Problematic cases are those where an applicant challenges a piece of legislation or an act addressed to a third party and not to them individually. Under art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended) a complaint against an act which is not addressed to the complainant can only be challenged where it is of direct and individual concern to them. However, the requirement of direct concern is met where the act concerned is a regulatory act, which does not entail implementing measures. That latter qualification was only added to the Treaties by the Lisbon Treaty. In the past, an applicant would have had to show “direct and individual concern” in all cases where a decision was not addressed to him or her. According to the ECJ’s long-standing jurisprudence, direct concern exists where there is no discretion for the implementing authority, so that implementation is purely automatic, or where there is discretion, the possibility of it being exercised is entirely theoretical. This will often be the case with EU secondary law, especially regulations. The crucial point for any complainant has always been to argue for individual concern. According to the Court’s Plaumann case law, individual concern only exists where an act “affects [the applicants] by reason of certain attributes which are peculiar to them or by reason of circumstances in which they are differentiated from all other persons”. This case law was famously confirmed by the ECJ in the UPA case with the argument that the wording of that provision prevented the Court from adopting a broader definition of “individual concern.”

Under this case law, the question for an individual applicant, who was not individually concerned under art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended) would have been whether the remedy provided in that provision was an effective one. There would have been reason to assume that the ECtHR would not have required an applicant to file a clearly inadmissible challenge to the ECJ. This can be concluded from the Vagrancy cases, where the ECtHR found that an applicant need not make use of remedies which, according to settled legal opinion, do not provide redress for his or her complaint. Because of the settled case law

on art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended) an argument could have been made that an applicant
would not first have had to make a futile attempt to have an act declared null and void by the ECJ.

After the reform of art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended), this is far less certain. The provision
now dispenses with the requirement of “individual concern” for regulatory acts, which entail no
implementing measures. However, it is far from clear what the term “regulatory act” means under the
Lisbon Treaty. This formulation could also be found in the failed Constitutional Treaty. The explanations
to the provision given by the Praesidium of the European Convention, which drafted the Constitutional
Treaty, suggest that “regulatory acts” are non-legislative measures.

However, it is uncertain what value
these explanations will be given in the interpretation of the Lisbon Treaty. An argument can be made that
the explanations concerning legislative action by the Union, to which the explanations relating to “regulatory
acts” can be counted, are now redundant, since the Constitution introduced an entirely new terminology
for different types of EU legislation. Under that new terminology, a “European regulation” was going to
be a non-legislative act.

The Lisbon Treaty, however, retained the old terminology. Thus, it can be argued
that a “regulatory act” was an act akin to a “European regulation” and therefore non-legislative. But since
under the Lisbon Treaty a regulation is a legislative act, this argument is no longer valid. The wording
“regulatory act” could be open enough to include all kinds of secondary legislation, or at least regulations.
On the other hand, even the Constitutional Treaty did not define the term “regulatory act”. Nor is it defined
in the Treaty of Lisbon.

Therefore, it is suggested that, until this question has definitely been resolved by the ECJ, an individual
applicant alleging a violation of his or her rights under the Convention by a legislative act of the European
Union must first seek to obtain a ruling by the Union’s courts. This means that the applicant will normally
have to make a complaint under art.263(4) TFEU (ex 230(4) EC, as amended) to the General Court. If
the General Court does not remedy the violation, the applicant will have to file an appeal to the European
Court of Justice under art.256(1) TFEU (ex 225(1) EC) and art.57 of the ECJ Statute.

Complaint to the European Ombudsman

In addition to judicial remedies, art.24(3) TFEU (ex 21 EC) provides for a right of every citizen to complain
to the European Ombudsman about maladministration in the European Union’s institutions, which can
also concern violations of human rights contained in the ECHR. However, it is questionable whether this
right to complain to the Ombudsman will need to be exercised before an individual complaint to the
ECtHR can be found admissible. In contrast to the ECJ, the Ombudsman cannot remove violations. He
can only conduct an inquiry and, where he finds an instance of maladministration, he refers the matter to
the institution concerned and forwards a report. So far, the ECtHR has considered complaints to
ombudsmen to be inadequate as domestic remedies, which need not be exhausted because he cannot
remove an interference with the Convention. Thus it is submitted that, after accession, the European
Ombudsman will not be considered to be a domestic remedy which will need to be exhausted under
art.35(1) ECHR.

67 CONV 734/03, p.20.
68 Article I-33 of the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe [2004] OJ C310/1; P. Craig and G. de Búrca,
EU Law, 4th edn (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), p.527 argue that a regulatory act is a regulation within
the meaning of art.I-33.
69 For a recent and more detailed discussion of this issue, see S. Balthasar, “Locus Standi Rules for Challenges to
regulations constitute “regulatory acts”; a different stance is taken by D. Chalmers, G. Davies and G. Monti, European
70 Article 228(1) TFEU.
71 Lehtinen v Finland (App. No. 39076/97) October 14, 1999, which refers to ECommHR (App. No.9248) October
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Violations found in EU primary law

In addition to complaints directed against violations found in the European Union’s secondary law as well as administrative decisions, an applicant might wish to claim a violation of the Convention rooted in the European Union’s primary law, i.e. the Treaties. There is no remedy against such a violation at European Union level. Of course, one could consider that an applicant would have to bring a case to her national constitutional court, provided that that court offers a remedy against the violation of fundamental rights by the European Union’s primary law. However, it can be argued that, where a case is brought against the European Union, a domestic remedy must be one found in EU law itself. The very recent decision of Demopoulos by the Grand Chamber of the ECtHR on the violation of property rights in Cyprus, however, appears to contradict this argument. The applicants were Greek Cypriots who claimed that Turkey and the self-proclaimed Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) had deprived them of their property, which was located in the northern part of Cyprus. In 2005, the TRNC passed legislation which allowed people claiming rights to property located in northern Cyprus to bring a claim for compensation, exchange or restitution before the Immovable Property Commission, a body established by that legislation. It was inter alia argued that the applicants were only under a duty to exhaust Turkish remedies and not the remedies of the TRNC. Pointing to its case law, in which the ECtHR has consistently held Turkey responsible for acts and omissions of the TRNC, the Grand Chamber rejected this argument.

The question is whether the Court is likely to take a similar approach with regard to a complaint directed against EU primary law. Considering that the Grand Chamber expressly emphasised that it is not a court of first instance and that its jurisdiction is subsidiary, this does not seem entirely unlikely. On the other hand, the situation with regard to northern Cyprus is rather special. In contrast to the European Union, the TRNC is not recognised as having international legal personality. Furthermore, after accession the European Union will be directly bound by the Convention, whereas the TRNC is not a party to it, which explains why the applicants considered it necessary to attribute the TRNC’s actions and omissions to Turkey.

A further, more general point, is that the Convention States’ constitutional courts do not have jurisdiction to review the validity of provisions contained in their constitution, which they are called upon to interpret. Thus, in cases where such provisions are the issue of the complaint brought to Strasbourg, the ECtHR will usually be the first court to hear the case. Considering that the EU’s primary law has a similar function to national constitutional law, this might be a further argument why the ECtHR might be inclined to rule that domestic remedies need not be exhausted in such cases.

Complaints directed against a Member State

In cases of Member State action, the applicant has to direct her complaint against the Member State concerned. This means that the applicant will have to exhaust the domestic remedies provided by that Member State according to art.35(1) ECHR. Normally this involves seeking judicial review by the appropriate domestic body and the exhaustion of all possibilities of appeal. Where the alleged violation

of the Convention was triggered by the Member State’s obligations under EU law, the question arises whether a preliminary ruling by the ECJ will also be necessary in order to satisfy the requirements of art.35(1) ECHR. Article 267(2) TFEU (ex 234(2) EC) gives every national court the right to make such a reference concerning the interpretation of EU law and the validity of acts of the European Union’s institutions. Article 267(3) TFEU (ex 234(3) EC) postulates a duty to make a reference for a court against whose decision there is no judicial remedy under national law. Under the ECJ’s case law such a duty also exists where the validity of an act of the Union’s institutions is at issue.\(^{76}\)

A good example for cases in which a reference might be necessary would be situations like the one arising in *Bosphorus*, where Irish authorities impounded an aircraft because of a duty to that effect contained in an EU regulation. This was challenged by the airline affected, first in the Irish courts and then in the ECtHR. In *Bosphorus*, the Irish Supreme Court had made a reference to the ECJ, giving the ECJ the opportunity to review the regulation as to its conformity with the European Union’s fundamental rights.\(^{77}\)

After accession, the question would be whether a similar complaint to the ECtHR would be admissible in the absence of a reference by a national court. In a discussion document on the European Union’s accession to the ECHR, the ECJ argued against the possibility of the European Court of Human Rights being called on to decide on the conformity of an act of the Union with the Convention without the Court of Justice first having had an opportunity to give a definitive ruling on the point.\(^{78}\) The obvious concern behind this argument is the ECJ’s monopoly to declare acts of the European Union invalid which includes a review of their conformity with fundamental rights.\(^{79}\) This monopoly would, at first glance, be in jeopardy if the ECtHR were to decide in the absence of a previous ECJ decision on the same matter. However, the ECtHR would not be given the power to declare acts of the European Union void. The ECtHR would only find that an action by the European Union was incompatible with the Convention.

In addition, the applicant’s situation needs to be considered. While a national court of last resort is usually obliged to make a reference to the ECJ under art.267(3) TFEU (ex 234(3) EC), a party to the proceedings in the national court has no means of compelling that court to do so. It is settled case law that art.267 TFEU does not constitute a means of redress for the individual.\(^ {80}\) It may thus well happen that the national court chooses not to make a reference, be it because it mistakenly assumes that no duty to make a reference exists or because it argues that one of the exceptions to art.267(3) TFEU (ex 234(3) EC) formulated in the famous *CILFIT*-ruling applies. In that decision, the ECJ held that a national court of last resort need not make a reference where it has established that the question raised is irrelevant or that the Community provision in question has already been interpreted by the Court or that the correct application of Community law is so obvious as to leave no scope for any reasonable doubt.\(^ {81}\)

If a national court therefore finds that it is under no obligation to make a reference, this should not be to the applicant’s disadvantage. There is a risk that a case would not be reviewed by any of the European


\(^{80}\) Cf. e.g. *Srl CILFIT and Lanificio di Gavardo SpA v Ministry of Health* (283/81) [1982] E.C.R. 3415 at [9]; *R. (on the application of International Air Transport Association (IATA)) v Department of Transport* (C-344/04) [2006] E.C.R. I-403; [2006] 2 C.M.L.R. 20 at [28].

\(^{81}\) *CILFIT* (C-283/81) [1982] E.C.R. 3415 at [21].
courts, if the ECtHR found that the domestic remedies had not been exhausted in the absence of a reference. Furthermore, the applicant has no influence over the national court’s denial to make a reference.

There would also be a practical problem, if a reference were required to exhaust domestic remedies. What if the questions put before the ECJ or the ECJ’s decision did not address the issue of compliance with fundamental rights, i.e. the very questions which are of relevance to the ECtHR? There is evidence from the ECtHR’s case law that the ECtHR would consider this as insufficient. In a case concerning a domestic appeal, an applicant had withdrawn a part of his original claim on appeal. Since that part of the claim concerned the alleged human rights violation, the Grand Chamber of the ECtHR held that the applicant had failed to exhaust the domestic remedies available. 82 If a preliminary reference to the ECJ were to become a domestic remedy which needs to be exhausted, it would thus only be consistent to deny access to the ECtHR where the ECJ did not discuss the question of the Convention rights allegedly violated. Given that the national court enjoys complete discretion in that matter and that the applicant thus has no influence over the content of the preliminary reference, 83 there would be another argument against requiring such a reference.

A parallel can also be drawn to a similar type of reference which exists under Italian law, whereby a lower court can refer a case to the Italian Constitutional Court. 84 Strasbourg has consistently held that such a reference cannot be considered a remedy which needs to be exhausted. 85 Thus, it is argued here that a formal requirement that the ECJ decides in a preliminary reference prior to an action in Strasbourg would constitute an undue denial of access to the ECtHR. However, one could argue that it would be necessary for an individual applicant to formally apply to the national court to make a reference. This would ensure that the national court at least addresses the question of the relevance of EU law in the case before it, increasing the likelihood of a reference.

This contribution, therefore, argues against the requirement of a preliminary reference to the ECJ in order to gain access to the ECtHR. This solution, however, means that there may be instances in which the Strasbourg court will decide upon the compatibility of Member State action which is triggered by EU law without a prior decision by the ECJ on the issue.

Other ways of involving the ECJ

Introduction of a reference procedure between Strasbourg and Luxembourg?

The above solution is regarded by some as a problem which needs to be resolved. 86 In its discussion document, the ECJ therefore argues that,

“a mechanism must be available which is capable of ensuring that the question of the validity of a Union act can be brought effectively before the Court of Justice before the Court of Human Rights rules on the compatibility of that act with the Convention.” 87

82 Azinas v Cyprus (App. No.56679/00) April 28, 2004 at [40].
86 See Timmermans, fn.79.
87 Discussion document, fn.78, para.12.
As it would be hardly justifiable to declare complaints inadmissible since the individual has no influence over whether a reference by a national court is made or not, one solution would be that Strasbourg would refer the case to Luxembourg for a review of compatibility with the Convention. And where Luxembourg finds no violation, the case would be referred back to Strasbourg for determination by the ECtHR.

There are a number of reasons why this approach is not recommended. Any reference by the ECtHR to the ECJ would lead to further delay in proceedings. In addition, it would lead to a privilege for the EU legal order. The highest courts of all other parties to the Convention are not given that possibility and cannot thus avoid the risk of violating the Convention by obtaining a preliminary clearance from the ECtHR. Furthermore, the situation where the ECJ has not made a pronouncement as to compatibility with fundamental rights would not be unique. Some national legal systems do not have any, or only very limited, judicial review of the constitutionality of their legislation. Thus Strasbourg is sometimes the first court to rule on the compatibility of the legislation with human rights. More importantly, it would be difficult for the Strasbourg Court to decide which cases should be referred to Luxembourg without somehow pre-judging their outcome. A Member State can be the respondent in many types of complaint, only a few of which involve European Union law. Thus, upon receipt of a reference, Strasbourg would have to make a decision as to whether a case warrants a review by the ECJ at all. This assessment can at times be difficult to make.

It will be even harder to draft a legal provision for such a reference, which would describe in an abstract manner in which cases Strasbourg must refer. For instance, should Strasbourg be under an obligation to refer a case to the ECJ, where the applicant was detained in accordance with a European Arrest Warrant (EWA), and claims that during their detention they were subjected to degrading treatment, constituting a violation of art.3 ECHR? Clearly, in such a case the EWA was the ultimate cause for the violation, but, rather than authorising degrading treatment, it merely made it possible. It is submitted that this problem ought not to be resolved within the Strasbourg system but rather at the appropriate domestic level, which is the Union itself.

**Reference by the European Commission to the ECJ?**

Another possibility argued by Timmermans is that the European Commission should be given the right to refer cases pending before the Strasbourg Court to the ECJ, in order to give the ECJ the opportunity to rule on the compatibility of legislation with human rights. In such a case, the Strasbourg Court should suspend the proceedings and wait for the ECJ to decide. In the European Union, such an action is already possible. Under art.263(2) TFEU (ex 230(2) EC) the Commission may have legislation reviewed by the ECJ as to its compatibility with the Treaties, which would also include the Charter of Fundamental Rights. The ECtHR would also have the possibility to stay proceedings out of judicial comity or after the inclusion of a specific provision in the Rules of Court. However, any review by the ECJ would then be placed at the discretion of the European Commission. What if the European Commission fails to bring a case? It is expected that the Commission would be reluctant to bring such cases, since under EU law the European Commission would always have introduced the legislation concerned itself. A further point to be decided would be whether there should be a time limit for the filing of such proceedings by the Commission. Again, I do not think that this question ought to be a problem for the Convention system to resolve. It should thus not be made part of the negotiations on accession.

---

88 This proposal was made, inter alia, by Badinter, see fn.44.
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Introduction of an article 267 TFEU-style reference by the ECJ to the ECtHR?

Another question which has been raised and might have to be addressed by the negotiators is the introduction of preliminary references by the ECJ to the Strasbourg Court.\(^91\) At first glance, this approach might have a number of advantages: the first would be that it might relieve court congestion, as the ECtHR would only have to answer specific points and would not need to address unfounded arguments by the parties. But this would only be the case if a later individual complaint were to be excluded. Otherwise, the ECtHR would have to address the same case twice. This would, however, hardly be an acceptable solution, because an individual would have to rely on the ECJ to ask the “right” questions.

Another advantage would be that the ECJ would receive an authoritative interpretation of the Convention, which would help to avoid divergent interpretations. However, it must be borne in mind that, after accession, the ECHR becomes an integral part of EU law.\(^92\) Therefore, it will also be for the ECJ to interpret the Convention. There is an argument to be made that this right of interpretation ought not to be given up. In addition, it would formally introduce a hierarchy between the ECJ and the ECtHR, which would have to be reconciled with the ECJ’s role as the highest court in the European Union. It would also be problematic if other highest courts were not given that opportunity. Moreover, this solution does not cater for situations in which a case never reaches the ECJ because a national court omits to make a reference and a reference to the ECtHR would cause a further delay to proceedings.\(^93\) Already a reference to the ECJ by a national court takes a long time to be answered.\(^94\) If the ECJ were then allowed to make a further reference to the ECtHR, which would report back to the ECJ, finally enabling it to answer the national court’s questions, there would be considerable delay, with serious consequences for the individual claimant.

A further argument against such a possibility was made by Winkler: the introduction of a preliminary reference could essentially lead to a race to the bottom in the human rights protection in the EU.\(^95\) The function of the ECHR is to provide a minimum protection of human rights. This means that the protection granted by EU law may be higher. This is precisely the situation under the European Union’s own human rights catalogue contained in the European Union’s Charter of Fundamental Rights, which provides in art.52(3) that the ECHR is the minimum standard. Were the ECtHR to give preliminary rulings in concrete cases before the ECJ, the ECJ would be likely to adopt these rulings and only grant the protection given by the ECtHR. Furthermore, it should be noted that the assessment under EU law should be made independently by the ECJ: the Charter of Fundamental Rights, as well as the TFEU, contain additional individual rights (e.g. social rights in Title III, data protection rights in art.8, bioethical rights in art.3(2)), which are unknown to the ECHR but may nonetheless be of relevance to the interpretation of the European Union’s own fundamental rights. This will be the case particularly where a right guaranteed in both the Convention and the Charter, e.g. the freedom of speech,\(^96\) is restricted because of another conflicting right not contained in the Convention, e.g. the freedom to choose an occupation and the right to engage in work contained in art.15 of the Charter.\(^97\) Another example could be the case of Schmidberger, which required

\(^91\) Discussed by the CDDH, fn.8, paras 75–77.
\(^93\) CDDH, fn.8, para.77.
\(^94\) On average about seventeen months, cf. ECJ, Annual Report 2009, p.94.
\(^95\) Winkler, fn.60, pp.112–113.
\(^96\) Article 10 ECHR and art.11 Charter of Fundamental Rights respectively.
a balance to be struck between the right to free speech and freedom of assembly, on the one hand, and the market freedoms under the TFEU, on the other. If a reference to the ECtHR were possible, that Court would only be able to answer a question on the interpretation of the Convention but not of other, conflicting rights contained in EU law. It would not be able to take these into account. Were the ECJ to follow an interpretation of the ECtHR in such a case, there is a danger that the margin of appreciation, which the ECtHR gives to domestic legal systems and their courts, could remain unused.

Thus it is not advisable to introduce a possibility for the ECJ to make a preliminary reference to the ECtHR, be it in lieu of or in addition to an individual’s right to make a complaint under art.34 ECHR.

**Exclusion of inter-state complaints?**

These remarks have so far been about only applications by individuals under art.34 ECHR. That such applications directed against the European Union will be possible after accession will be one of the main improvements in the protection of human rights in Europe. Aside from individual complaints, which account for the bulk of cases in Strasbourg, the ECHR also provides for complaints brought by state parties under art.33 ECHR:

> “Any High Contracting Party may refer to the Court any alleged breach of the provisions of the Convention and the Protocols thereto by another High Contracting Party.”

The question is whether after accession such inter-state complaints should be excluded as far as the Member States and the European Union are concerned. There are two connected reasons why this might be appropriate: first, the autonomy of EU law and, second, the exclusive jurisdiction of the ECJ. As already mentioned, the ECJ regards EU law to be an autonomous legal order. The question is whether the possibility of inter-state complaints between Member States or between a Member State and the European Union would endanger that autonomy. At first glance, it is hard to see how that should be the case when individual applicants have the right to bring cases before the Strasbourg court, which in itself is not regarded as problematic. However, there are a number of reasons why inter-state complaints could prove to be a more sensitive issue. First, a policy-based argument could be made that disputes between Member States of the European Union or even between the European Union and one or more of its Member States should not be dealt with outside of the European Union’s judicial institutions. Secondly, there is a difference between the situation of an individual applicant who must show that their human rights have been violated and a Member State which files an inter-state complaint for principled reasons and not because its own rights are at stake. Thirdly, there is the possibility for Member States to seek judicial recourse within the European Union. Article 259 TFEU (ex 227 EC) gives the ECJ jurisdiction over cases between Member States for alleged failures to comply with the obligations resulting from the Treaties. And art.263(2) TFEU (ex 230(2) EC) gives the Member States the opportunity to challenge any act of the EU institutions as privileged applicants, which means that they do not have to show any violation of their rights or of their citizens’ rights.

This brings us to the second reason mentioned above, namely the exclusive jurisdiction of the ECJ under art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC). According to that provision, “Member States undertake not to submit a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the Treaties to any method of settlement other than those provided for therein.” Article 3 of Protocol No.8 to the Lisbon Treaty explicitly provides that

---
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nothing in the accession treaty shall affect that provision.\(^{101}\) The object and purpose of art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC) is to ensure the interpretation of EU law. The wording of art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC) can be misunderstood in that it gives the ECJ exclusive jurisdiction not only over the Treaties as such but also over the whole of European Union law. Moreover, it extends to agreements concluded by the European Union as far as they constitute an “integral part” of European Union law.\(^{102}\) This means that, after accession, the ECHR itself will become an integral part of European Union law and thus the ECJ’s jurisdiction will extend to the ECHR. The ECJ’s exclusive jurisdiction is not limited to disputes between Member States under art.259 TFEU (ex 227 EC) as the wording of art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC) would suggest. It is clear from Opinion 1/91 that the ECJ only regarded the explicit formulation of art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC) as confirming this exclusive jurisdiction, which was inherent in the Treaties.\(^{103}\)

For this reason, the ECJ has exclusive competence to interpret the ECHR in proceedings between Member States and the European Union. Such proceedings should thus be excluded from the jurisdiction of the ECtHR. A provision to that effect could either be included into the Accession Treaty, or it could be agreed between the European Union and its Member States, which is possible under art.55 ECHR.\(^{104}\) The latter option would have the advantage of not requiring the consent of those parties to the Council of Europe which are not members of the European Union.

As far as proceedings between two or more Member States are concerned, it is necessary to make a distinction. After accession, the Convention will be a so-called “mixed agreement”. Mixed agreements are treaties concluded both by the Union and the Member States. Mixed agreements are usually concluded because neither the Member States nor the Union have the competence to conclude the agreement alone. It became evident in the Mox Plant case, decided by the ECJ in 2006, that the ECJ has exclusive jurisdiction over those parts of the agreement which fall into the legislative competence of the European Union.\(^{105}\) It does not have jurisdiction over disputes relating to provisions which are in the exclusive competence of the Member States. However, the ECHR will not be a typical mixed agreement as the reason for its mixity cannot be attributed to the lack of competence of either the European Union or the Member States to conclude the ECHR alone. On the contrary, they all have that competence. Thus the Mox Plant case law is of no help in determining the exact jurisdiction of the ECJ over the ECHR after an accession. It is suggested that the jurisdiction of the ECJ only applies where a measure by a Member State fell within the scope of Union law, i.e. where that Member State implemented or restricted EU law.\(^{106}\) Only then is the Member State bound by the ECHR as an integral part of European Union law. In all other situations, the Member State is bound by the ECHR according to its national law.

What does this imply for the question whether and, if so, to what extent inter-state complaints ought to be excluded? It is clear that the ECJ’s exclusive jurisdiction extends to all proceedings between the European Union and a Member State as parties. Thus complaints brought by or brought against the European Union must be excluded. As regards the Member States, only those complaints which deal with behaviour of Member States within the scope of EU law would have to be excluded. Complaints where

---


\(^{106}\) A parallel can be drawn to the applicability of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, cf. its art.51.
the Member States acted in exercise of their own sovereignty, i.e. where there was no involvement of EU law, would be possible. Indeed, it has been suggested by Serhiy Holovaty, a Member of the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly, that the exclusion of the ECtHR’s jurisdiction over such disputes ought to be formulated along the lines of the wording of art.344 TFEU (ex 292 EC). However, considering the complexity of the ECJ’s exclusive jurisdiction just described, such an approach would require the ECtHR to interpret whether the Member States’ action in the concrete case was within the scope of EU law, which is the domaine réservée of the ECJ.

It thus seems to be the best and simplest option to exclude all inter-state complaints between the Member States of the European Union. Admittedly, this would deprive the ECtHR of some potential cases. However, when we consider the very small number of inter-state cases before the Court and the fact that the same complaint can still be made by an individual applicant, I believe this solution is acceptable. It should be noted that this does not amount to “special treatment” of the European Union compared with other contracting parties. First, the option to exclude inter-state complaints is open to all parties, either as part of a reservation when acceding to the ECHR or under art.55 ECHR, provided they submit the dispute to another dispute settlement mechanism. Second, the individual who is the victim of the alleged violation of the Convention will still be able to bring a case to the ECtHR.

The future of Bosphorus

The final question to be addressed is whether the presumption first voiced by the ECtHR in the Bosphorus judgment should be upheld after accession. As mentioned above, the ECtHR held in that judgment that, as long as the European Union’s legal order protected fundamental rights in an equivalent manner to the Convention, it will be presumed that a Member State has acted in compliance with the Convention where it had no discretion in implementing EU secondary law. This jurisprudence clearly privileges the European Union’s legal order since other legal orders, which guarantee the protection of human rights to a very high standard, are still subjected to a full scrutiny by the Court. The rationale given by the ECtHR for granting the Union’s legal order this privilege is a substantive one: it is an acknowledgment that the protection of human rights in the European Union and by the ECJ is of such high quality that the ECtHR can afford to only exercise its jurisdiction where, exceptionally, the protection was manifestly deficient. After the entry into force of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, it can be argued that the protection has even become better. The Charter contains a far wider array of rights recognised and protected than the ECHR. Where Charter rights correspond to rights guaranteed in the Convention, it expressly states in art.52(3) that, while the ECHR is to be the minimum standard of protection, Union law may provide for a more extensive protection. For instance, this would be the case where political activities of foreign nationals are concerned. The Charter does not contain a possibility to restrict these to a larger extent than political activities by nationals, which is a possibility afforded under art.16 ECHR. Another example would be art.9 of the Charter, which, in contrast to the ECHR, does not restrict the right to marry to marriages between men


\[108\] According to Harris, O’Boyle and Warbrick, fn.59, p.822, only 21 such complaints have been made so far.


\[110\] Bosphorus (2006) 42 E.H.R.R. 1 at [155] and [156].
and women. Thus, one can contend that there are even fewer reasons for the ECtHR to abandon the presumption. It is argued, however, that the true reasons for the presumption lie elsewhere. The first is that the ECtHR wanted to show a degree of comity towards the European Court of Justice. It acknowledged that the ECJ has a monopoly to declare EU action invalid and that the European Union, and with it the ECJ, are not bound by the ECHR. The ECtHR attempted to avoid a conflict with the ECJ and sent a signal of respect, in return for the ECJ’s past receptiveness towards the ECtHR’s human rights case law. The second reason for the Bosphorus presumption lies in the fact that the Member States, and not the European Union, would be held responsible for violations of the ECHR. The presumption is thus an acknowledgment of the fact that the European Union, who in such cases is the potential violator of human rights, is not bound by the ECHR.

Once the European Union is formally a party to the Convention, these two reasons will no longer suffice to justify the continuation of the presumption. As for comity, the European Court of Justice’s decisions will now be subject to the scrutiny by the ECtHR. By acceding to the Convention, the European Union will have agreed to have its legal system measured by the human rights standards of the ECHR. For the ECtHR, the ECJ will be a “domestic court” and therefore no longer deserve special treatment. Furthermore, the European Union can now be a party to the proceedings before the ECtHR, at least as a co-respondent. It will no longer be the case that the Member States have to act as sole respondents in lieu of the European Union. Therefore, there will no longer be a need for them to be privileged in cases currently covered by the presumption.

The continuation of the Bosphorus presumption would also be hard for other parties to the Convention to accept who might claim that they deserve similar treatment since their constitutional courts offer an “equivalent protection” as well. They might go so far as to request an explicit abandonment of that case law in the Accession Treaty, threatening that they will otherwise refuse to ratify it. Given that the long ratification process of Protocol 14 was delayed mainly for political reasons, this is not in anybody’s interest.

Conclusion

This contribution has attempted to give an overview of the most problematic and contentious issues of the accession by the European Union to the ECHR. It is to be expected that some of these problems will occupy the negotiators to a great extent. Some, such as the question of the correct respondent, might be left open for the ECtHR to decide in the future. New problems may crop up. Whatever the final outcomes, it is to be hoped that they will not complicate proceedings before the Strasbourg Court unduly and will not make individual access so cumbersome that potential applicants are deterred from seeking judicial relief in Strasbourg. Such a development would have exactly the opposite effect from what accession intends to achieve, namely better protection of human rights in the European Union. It is therefore hoped that the negotiators would strike the right balance between the European Union’s autonomous legal system and the ECJ’s jurisdiction, on the one hand, and the need for an effective human rights protection for the individual, on the other.

A comparison of the protection offered by the Charter and by the ECHR can be found in P. Lemmens, “The Relation between the Charter and the ECHR” (2001) 8 Maastricht Journal of European and Comparative Law 49.
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An example would be the German Federal Constitutional Court.